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ABSTRACT
We present observational details and first results of a near-infrared (JHKs) synoptic survey of the
central region of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) using the CPAPIR camera at the CTIO 1.5-m
telescope. We covered 18 sq. deg. to a depth of Ks∼16.5 mag and obtained an average of 16 epochs
in each band at any given location. Our catalog contains more than 3.5 × 106 sources, including
1417 Cepheid variables previously studied at optical wavelengths by the OGLE survey. Our sample
of fundamental-mode pulsators represents a nine-fold increase in the number of these variables with
time-resolved, multi-band near-infrared photometry. We combine our large Cepheid sample and a
recent precise determination of the distance to the LMC to derive a robust absolute calibration of
the near-infrared Leavitt Law for fundamental-mode and first-overtone Cepheids with 10× better
constraints on the slopes relative to previous work. We also obtain calibrations for the tip of the red
giant branch and the red clump based on our ensemble photometry which are in good agreement with
previous determinations.
Subject headings: stars: variables: Cepheids; galaxies: Magellanic Clouds; cosmology: distance scale
1. INTRODUCTION
The Cepheid Period-Luminosity relation (hereafter
“The Leavitt Law”, Leavitt & Pickering 1912) is one
of the cornerstones of the extragalactic distance scale.
It has been widely used over the past century, from
Hubble’s proof of the extragalactic nature of “spiral
nebulae” (Hubble 1925) to the most accurate and pre-
cise local determination of the Hubble constant (H0)
to date (Riess et al. 2011). Increasingly more precise
and accurate determinations of H0 provide needed ad-
ditional constraints on the equation of state of dark
energy and other important cosmological parameters
(Weinberg et al. 2013). In order to achieve these goals,
further improvements in the characterization of the Leav-
itt Law are required. These include a more robust zero-
point calibration, better constraints on variations of zero-
point and slope as a function of metallicity, and stronger
limits on nonlinearity.
The first generation of microlensing surveys directed
toward the LMC resulted in the discovery of thousands
of Cepheid variables (Alcock et al. 1999; Udalski et al.
1999, from the MACHO & OGLE surveys respectively).
At optical wavelengths, many studies have been car-
ried out using the Cepheid photometry obtained by the
OGLE survey, which provides excellent phase coverage in
the standard BV I bands (e.g., Ngeow & Kanbur 2005;
Bono et al. 2010). At near-infrared wavelengths, the ob-
servational material available to date is more limited.
Both 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and the IRSF Mag-
ellanic Clouds Point Source Catalog (Kato et al. 2007)
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provide complete coverage of the galaxy in JHKs but
are limited to a single epoch, requiring corrections to
mean light (Nikolaev et al. 2004; Soszyn´ski et al. 2005).
Synoptic observations are either limited to a single band
(Ks for the VMC, Cioni et al. 2011) or to a relatively
small number of variables compared to the optical sam-
ples (N=92, Persson et al. 2004, hereafter P04).
Recently, Pietrzyn´ski et al. (2013) obtained a very ac-
curate and precise determination of the distance to the
Large Magellanic Cloud through the discovery and anal-
ysis of detached eclipsing binary systems, D = 49.97 ±
2% kpc (equivalent to a distance modulus of µ0 =
18.493 ± 0.048 mag). Such a robust distance estimate
makes the LMC a very important component in the “first
rung” of the extragalactic distance scale by enabling ab-
solute calibrations of many distance indicators, such as
Cepheids.
Motivated by the above, we carried out a synoptic
multi-wavelength near-infrared survey of the central re-
gion of the LMC that has yielded well-sampled light
curves for 1417 Cepheids and an additional ∼ 3.5 × 106
sources. This paper, the first in a series, presents de-
tails of the observations, data reduction and photometry
(§2) and the resulting Cepheid light curves and Leavitt
Law (§3). Future work will include a Fourier analysis of
Cepheid light curve structure (Bhardwaj et al. 2015), a
study of nonlinearity in the Leavitt Law and P-L rela-
tions of long-period variables, among other topics.
2. OBSERVATIONS, DATA REDUCTION,
PHOTOMETRY & CALIBRATION
2.1. Observations and data reduction
Images were acquired using the CPAPIR camera
(Artigau et al. 2004) at the 1.5-m telescope of the Cerro
Tololo Inter-American Observatory, operated by the
SMARTS consortium. CPAPIR uses a 2048 × 2048
Hawaii-2 infrared array detector and delivers an effec-
tive plate scale at this telescope of 0.′′983/pix, or a field
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of view of 0.◦559 on a side. We requested observations
centered on 49 different positions, with extensive overlap
among neighboring fields to enable a robust photometric
cross-calibration. Fig. 1 shows the area covered by the
observations, which amounts to slightly over 18 sq. deg.
Observations were obtained in queue mode on 32 sep-
arate nights during three distinct time periods: 2006
November (7 nights), 2007 January (6 nights) and 2007
November (19 nights). Individual fields were targeted on
7 − 11 nights, often twice on each night, so that every
location within our survey area was observed on 14− 20
distinct epochs. Given the significant overlap between
fields, many locations within our survey area were im-
aged on 2 − 4× as many epochs (see Fig. 2). Each unit
of imaging consisted of a 6-point dither (2× 3 in R.A. &
decl., respectively) with commanded steps of 10′′ in each
direction. A single 10s exposure was obtained at each
dither point for the J and H sequences, while a 2 × 5s
coadd was executed for the Ks sequence. Calibration im-
ages (darks and dome flats in J and H) were obtained
nightly.
Images were processed using the IRAF5 packages
XDIMSUM and CCDRED. The reduction steps consisted of
bad-pixel masking (based on the median dark frame),
dark current subtraction, and flat-fielding. We used
dome flats for J and H and sky flats for Ks. The
latter were generated by median-combining all the sci-
ence images obtained on a given night, after masking all
> 3σ sources present on each image. This step was per-
formed using the xslm routine and was repeated twice to
ensure all the significant sources were masked, using the
first-pass masked images for the second iteration. The
reduced data set consists of 19,604 scientifically useful
images, which are available upon request.
2.2. PSF photometry and relative calibration
We performed time-series photometry of the reduced
images using DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR (Stetson 1987) and
ALLFRAME(Stetson 1994), as well as supporting programs
kindly provided by P. Stetson. We performed the steps
described below for each combination of field and filter
(i.e., 49× 3 separate reductions).
We first identified all > 5σ sources present in each
image and obtained aperture photometry with a radius
of 5 pixels, with a sky annulus extending from 5 to 8
pixels. We then selected up to 200 bright and isolated
stars in each image to determine its point-spread func-
tion, which was modeled as a Gaussian or a Moffat profile
with no spatial variation, and performed PSF photome-
try of all the sources detected in the first step. We used
this photometry to derive accurate frame-to-frame coor-
dinate transformations using DAOMATCH and DAOMASTER
(Stetson 1993). We found the typical displacement of
the initial central position at each epoch to be compara-
ble to the dither pattern (i.e, 20 − 30′′ or ∼ 1% of the
field width).
Next, we used Stetson’s MONTAGE program to select the
50 highest-quality images (using a metric based on the
FWHM of the PSF and the flux level of each image)
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and median-combined them into a higher SNR reference
frame. We repeated the steps described in the previous
paragraph for the reference frame and used the result-
ing star list as input for the ALLFRAME PSF photometry
run. Once this was completed, we determined a position-
dependent magnitude correction for each image, relative
to the photometry of the frame with the highest value
of the quality metric, as follows. We used ∼ 1000 bright
stars distributed throughout the field to calculate the
mean magnitude offset as a function of position, carry-
ing out the calculation every 45 pix in x & y based on
stars within ±180 pix, and fit a thin-plate spline to the
resulting values. We applied the magnitude correction by
evaluating the spline fit at the position of each star. This
procedure was very effective at removing low-frequency
spatial variations in the photometric zeropoint, specially
near the edges of the field where the optical distortion
of the camera is more pronounced. As an example, the
J-band images of field 1 typically exhibited zeropoint
variations of 0.08 & 0.22 mag (50% and 90% widths of
the distribution, respectively) before the correction and
0.02 & 0.06 mag after the correction. Next, we used
Stetson’s TRIAL program to extract light curves and to
calculate mean instrumental magnitudes and variability
indices (JStet, Stetson 1996). Fig. 3 shows our internal
photometric precision as a function of magnitude in each
of the three bands, for stars without any discernible in-
trinsic variability.
2.3. Calibration to the 2MASS system
Once the preceding steps were completed, we matched
and merged the final J , H and Ks star catalogs of each
field using DAOMATCH and DAOMASTER and carried out the
final astrometric and photometric calibrations using the
2MASS Point Source Catalog (Cutri et al. 2003a) as ref-
erence. The calibrations were derived and applied sep-
arately for each of the 49 fields. Regions in common
between neighboring fields were later used to test the
quality of these calibration procedures.
We performed the astrometric calibration using
WCSTools (Mink 2002), based on 600− 900 bright stars
in common between 2MASS and the star catalog of a
given field. Once a solution was determined and applied
for a given field, we matched its full photometric catalog
against 2MASS with a radial tolerance of 1′′ and found
6− 14× 103 stars in common. Based on the distribution
of the residuals, we determined an astrometric uncer-
tainty of 0.15′′ (all uncertainties quoted in this work are
1σ values).
The absolute photometric calibration was carried out
using the same type of spline-fitting procedure described
in §2.2. While that procedure only corrected the spa-
tial variations in the zeropoint of a given frame to the
instrumental system of its reference frame, this step cor-
rected the ensemble photometry of each field/filter com-
bination for the spatial variations in the zeropoint of its
reference frame. We used 2 − 8 × 103 stars (depending
on field and filter) for this correction, limiting the sam-
ple to objects with 2MASS magnitudes fainter than 11
(to avoid nonlinearities) and 2MASS photometric uncer-
tainties below 0.1 mag, equivalent to J ∼ 16.1, H ∼ 15.2
and Ks ∼ 14.6 mag (as shown in Fig. 3, the CPAPIR in-
ternal photometric uncertainties were 5 − 15× smaller).
As in the previous case, the use of a spline-fitting tech-
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Fig. 1.— Digitized Sky Survey image of the Large Magellanic Cloud showing the area covered by our CPAPIR observations (red outline),
which amounts to 18 sq. deg.
nique was very helpful in decreasing the dispersion in the
photometric solution, achieving reductions of a factor of
∼ 1.5 in J and H and ∼ 2 in Ks.
We quantified the accuracy of our absolute photo-
metric calibration by identifying objects in common be-
tween overlapping fields and calculating the uncertainty
in ∆mag for stars with the highest internal precision
(J ≤ 15, H ≤ 14.5, Ks ≤ 14) as a function of radius
from the field center. The results of this comparison are
plotted in Fig. 4, with the lack of stars at radii below
400 pix due to the fact that even the most overlapping
fields were offset by at least 1/4 of the detector size. It
can be seen that our total photometric calibration un-
certainty near the center of the detector is only 11, 18
and 14 mmag in JHKs, respectively, degrading rapidly
for stars located at radii beyond the width of the detec-
tor. This position-dependent uncertainty has been fully
propagated.
As part of our photometric calibration procedure, we
also solved for color terms such as
J=J ′ + ξJJKs(J −Ks) (1)
where J and Ks are the fully-calibrated magnitudes
in the 2MASS system, J ′ is the CPAPIR magnitude
partially calibrated into the 2MASS system (zeropoint-
corrected but not color-term corrected), and ξJJKs is the
color term for J based on the J −Ks color. This was, in
fact, the only statistically significant color term that we
determined, with a value of +0.018± 0.002.
2.4. Crowding corrections
Even though our fields do not have a very high density
of resolved point sources (6×10−3 to 4×10−2 stars/pixel)
we carried out a full suite of simulations to character-
ize any photometric biases due to crowding. We used
the ADDSTAR routine in DAOPHOT to randomly place arti-
ficial stars in all master images using their corresponding
PSFs, subject to the following constraints: (i) the num-
ber of artificial stars added was only 5% of the number
of actual point sources (so as to not excessively increase
the stellar density of each field); (ii) the magnitudes of
the artificial stars were obtained by randomly sampling
the observed luminosity function; (iii) no artificial star
was allowed to fall within 2.5 pixels of any other object
(real or artificial) to avoid blends; (iv) the positions of
the artificial stars were restricted to the innermost 80%
of the detector in x&y, to avoid the PSF distortion near
the edges of the field; (v) 20 realizations of each master
frame were produced, to increase the statistics.
We carried out photometry of the fake master images
using ALLSTAR in the same manner as when we analyzed
the original master images, matched the input and out-
put star lists and derived offsets as a function of magni-
tude shown in the left panels of Fig. 5. The spread in
crowding bias at the faint end for a given magnitude is
well correlated with the total number of stars present in
each field, as seen on the right panels of that Figure.
We determined crowding corrections for every star in
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Fig. 2.— Histogram of the fraction of the survey area that was
imaged on a given number of epochs. The peak near 16 epochs
corresponds to areas that do not overlap with neighboring fields.
Fig. 3.— Internal photometric precision of our observations as a
function of magnitude for the J (top), H (center) and Ks (bottom)
bands for one representative field. We selected stars with three-
band photometry, Stetson variability index J ≤ 0.5 in all bands,
and located within 1000 pix in radius of the field center.
our catalog by fitting the bias-magnitude relation for its
given field and filter over the magnitude range −1 <
m < 0.15 with a fourth-degree polynomial. We removed
from our catalog magnitude measurements that would
have required a crowding correction exceeding 0.25 mag,
as the uncertainties for larger corrections cannot be reli-
ably determined. The crowding bias is negligible for our
field standards and only amounts to a few mmag for the
overwhelming majority of the Cepheids (see §3.2).
Fig. 4.— Test of our external photometric calibration uncer-
tainty as a function of radial distance from detector center for the
J (filled circles), H (open circles) and Ks (stars) bands. The lack
of measurements at radial distances below 400 pix is due to the fact
that even the most overlapping fields were offset by at least 1/4
of the detector width. Note the rapid degradation of photometric
accuracy toward the corners of the detector.
Fig. 5.— Results of the artificial star simulations to characterize
photometric bias due to crowding. Left: bias versus magnitude
for each of the 49 fields. Right: The spread in bias at a given
magnitude is well correlated with the total stellar density of the
field.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Ensemble photometry
While the primary goal of this survey was to obtain
well-sampled light curves of Cepheid variables, the en-
semble photometry obtained as a byproduct can be used
to characterize other distance indicators. The coordi-
nates, fully-calibrated mean magnitudes and variability
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Fig. 6.— Color-magnitude/Hess diagrams based on ∼ 3.6× 106 (left) and 2× 106 (right) stars with a minimum of two-band photometry.
The Hess diagram is used in areas where the stellar density exceeds 200 objects per bin.
indices of stars with photometry in at least two bands are
listed in Appendix Table A1. The color-magnitude/Hess
diagrams plotted in Fig. 6 show that stars in the red gi-
ant branch (RGB) constitute the majority of the objects
in our photometric catalog. The luminosity functions of
all stars in our catalog with J−H > 0.4 mag (for J & H)
or J −Ks > 0.5 (for Ks) are plotted in Fig. 7, indicating
a clear detection of the Tip of the RGB (TRGB) at all
wavelengths and the red clump (RC) in J and H .
We determined the TRGB magnitudes by selecting
stars over a narrower color range (0.75 < J − H < 1.0
for the J & H LFs, and 0.95 < J − Ks < 1.3 for the
Ks LF), calculating Gaussian-smoothed luminosity func-
tions as defined in Equation A1 of Sakai et al. (1996)
(setting a minimum value of σi = 0.01 mag) and ap-
plying the modified Sobel edge-detection filter as im-
plemented in Equation 4 of Me´ndez et al. (2002) (with
σ¯m = 0.025 mag). The parameter choices were moti-
vated by the very small (few mmag) internal measure-
ment uncertainties for stars near the TRGB. We iden-
tified the local maximum of the edge-detection function
in the vicinity (±0.3 mag) of the TRGB and fit it with
a spline to determine its peak value. We characterized
the uncertainty in our measurements by carrying out 400
bootstrap realizations of this procedure, in which the
magnitudes were perturbed by their errors. We obtained
TRGB magnitudes of J =13.23± 0.03, H=12.35± 0.02
and Ks=12.11± 0.01 mag.
We determined the RC magnitudes by fitting the LFs
of stars with 0.4 < J −H < 1.0 mag using the following
function:
Φ(m)= I(m) (10 a+bm + (2)
c exp{−(m−mRC)
2/(2σ2RC)}),
where a and c are normalization factors, b is the slope
of the RGB LF, mRC and σRC are the mean magnitude
and Gaussian width of the red clump, respectively. I(m)
models the photometric incompleteness as a function of
magnitude,
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Fig. 7.— Differential luminosity functions in J (top), H (center)
and Ks (bottom) for all stars in our survey area with J −H > 0.4
(top & center) or J −Ks > 0.5 (bottom). The histograms plotted
in red show the distribution of TRGB magnitudes obtained in 400
realizations of the edge-detection filter algorithm described in §3.1.
I(m) = 1/(1 + exp{(m−mI)/ξI}), (3)
where mI is the magnitude at which the incompleteness
reaches 50% and ξI gives the scale length of the incom-
pleteness cutoff. Fig. 8 shows a typical fit to the lumi-
nosity functions for one of our fields, and Table 1 sum-
marizes the mean values of the various parameters. We
found 〈mRC〉=17.60± 0.03 & 16.95± 0.04 mag in J &
H , respectively. We were unable to determine a reliable
measurement of mRC at Ks due to the severe incom-
pleteness of our photometry and the significantly larger
crowding corrections at the expected red clump magni-
tude (Ks ∼ 16.9 mag).
3.2. Cepheid sample and light curves
Our Cepheid sample is based on the catalogs pro-
duced by the OGLE-III project (Soszynski et al. 2008;
Ulaczyk et al. 2013), which provide very high-quality
uniform optical photometry, mode classification and light
curve parameters such as period and time of maxi-
mum light in I (hereafter TI,max). We identified 866
fundamental-mode (hereafter, FU) and 551 first-overtone
(hereafter, FO) variables within our survey area, cover-
ing the period range of 1.14 < P < 52.9 d for FU and
0.27 < P < 5.91 d for FO. The fully-calibrated light
curve data for all Cepheids (including photometric zero-
points, color terms and crowding corrections) is provided
Fig. 8.— Differential luminosity functions for a typical field in J
(top), H (center) andKs (bottom) for stars with 0.4 < J−H < 1.0
(top & center) or 0.5 < J − Ks < 1.1 (bottom), fit using Equa-
tion 2. The magenta line represents the power-law component that
fits the RGB LF, the blue line indicates the Gaussian component
that fits the red clump, and the green line shows the photometric
incompleteness function I(m) (offset by +1 for plotting purposes).
The red line denotes the combination of all components.
in Table 2. The crowding corrections for the FU vari-
ables were no larger than 7 mmag in J and H , and only
greater than 10 mmag for 3% of the objects in Ks. The
corrections were slightly more significant for the fainter
FO variables, exceeding 10 mmag for 4%, 0.5% and 9%
of the variables in J , H and Ks, respectively.
We phased the Cepheid magnitudes using the peri-
ods and TI,max from the aforementioned OGLE-III cat-
alogs and fit the light curves using the templates of
Soszyn´ski et al. (2005) for FU variables and sinusoidal
templates for the FO variables. Figs. 9 & 10 show repre-
sentative light curves and their corresponding template
fits for FU and FO variables, respectively. We indepen-
dently solved for the light curve amplitude in each band
and we solved for a common phase offset between maxi-
mum light in JHKs and I (hereafter,∆φ(I, JHKs)). We
calculated mean magnitudes through numerical integra-
tion of the best-fit templates and estimated the magni-
tude uncertainties from the rms of the light curve data
about the template. Table 3 lists the Cepheid proper-
ties, along with individual reddening values (obtained
from the extinction map of Haschke et al. 2011), a qual-
ity flag, and a flag to identify variables that were used in
our final Leavitt Law fits (see §3.3 for details).
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Fig. 9.— Representative light curves of six fundamental-mode
Cepheids spanning the entire range of periods in our sample. The
J and Ks light curves (in blue and red, respectively) have been
offset for clarity by +0.25 and −0.5 mag. The solid lines represent
the best-fit templates from Soszyn´ski et al. (2005).
We classified our light curves into several quality bins,
listed in Table 4 to later investigate any possible in-
fluence in our fits. Fig. 11 highlights the variation in
∆φ(I, JHKs) versus logP for the highest-quality vari-
ables in the FU and FO samples. We observe a mild
dependence of this parameter with period for FU vari-
ables with P < 8 d, and the gap due the Hertzsrpung
progression is nicely detected. This topic is further ex-
plored in Bhardwaj et al. (2015).
As an external check of our procedures for photometric
calibration and determination of mean magnitudes, we
compared the values obtained for 23 Cepheids in common
with P04. We transformed their magnitudes using the
relations between the LCO and the 2MASS systems given
in §VI.4.b of Cutri et al. (2003b):
Ks,2−Ks,L=0.002(J−Ks)L − 0.015,
(J−Ks)2=1.012(J−Ks)L − 0.007,
(H−Ks)2=1.015(H−Ks)L + 0.003,
where the “2” and “L” subscripts refer to 2MASS
and LCO magnitudes, respectively. We found offsets
(P04−this work) of −10 ± 9, 8 ± 8 and 3 ± 6 mmag in
JHKs, respectively.
Fig. 10.— Representative light curves of six first-overtone
Cepheids spanning the entire range of periods in our sample. The
J and Ks light curves (in blue and red, respectively) have been
offset for clarity by +0.25 and −0.5 mag. The solid lines represent
the best-fit sinusoidal templates.
Fig. 11.— Phase difference for maximum light in JHKs versus I
for the Cepheids in our sample with the highest-quality light curves
(filled and open symbols represent fundamental-mode and first-
overtone variables, respectively, while small dots represent vari-
ables with lower-quality light curves.
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Fig. 12.— Leavitt Law and residuals in J (top), H (middle) and Ks (bottom) for FU Cepheids, based on 866 objects from our sample
(filled symbols) and 66 variables from Persson et al. (2004) (open symbols). Outliers identified through an iterative rejection process based
on correlated residuals are plotted using small dots. Dashed lines indicate the ±2σ widths of the relations.
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Fig. 13.— Leavitt Law and residuals in J (top), H (middle) and Ks (bottom) for FO Cepheids, based on 551 objects from our sample
(filled symbols). Outliers identified through an iterative rejection process based on correlated residuals are plotted using small dots. Dashed
lines indicate the ±2σ widths of the relations.
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3.3. Leavitt Laws
We corrected the mean magnitudes listed in Table 3 for
the effects of interstellar dust using individual reddening
values derived from the map of Haschke et al. (2011) and
the extinction law of Fitzpatrick (1999) applicable to the
LMC. We adopted RV = 3.1, which for this extinction
law yields ratios of total-to-selective absorption of AJ =
0.5856, AH=0.3723 & AKs=0.2425 per mag of EVI .
We increased the period range of the sample by adding
66 fundamental-mode variables with P < 100 d from
P04 that were not already in common with our cata-
log. Their magnitudes were transformed into the 2MASS
system using the aforementioned relations and corrected
for extinction using the same procedure as above. For
those variables lying outside of the extinction map of
Haschke et al. (2011), we used the E(B−V ) values tab-
ulated in P04. For completeness, the properties of these
variables are listed in Table 5.
We solved for Leavitt Laws and Period-Luminosity-
Color relations of the form
m=a+ b(logP − 1) (4)
m=a+ b(logP − 1) + c(J−Ks) (5)
following two basic assumptions: (i) the relations obey
a single slope b over the period range being considered;
(ii) the residuals of any given Cepheid about the best-
fit Leavitt Law should exhibit a strong correlation aris-
ing as a consequence of (a) uncorrected extinction or
line-of-sight depth effects and/or (b) the intrinsic width
in temperature of the instability strip and the result-
ing variation in luminosity as a function of tempera-
ture for a fixed period (for a comprehensive review, see
Madore & Freedman 1991).
We started the fits using all variables except those with
quality flagG, which are objects without three-band pho-
tometry or lying below the minimum period limits (here-
after, Pmin) of 0.7 & 2.5 d for FO & FU, respectively. We
carried out the fits in an iterative manner, removing the
single largest > 3σ outlier in each of the three residual
relations (∆J vs. ∆H , ∆J vs. ∆Ks, ∆H vs. ∆Ks)
until convergence. Figs. 12 & 13 show the final Leavitt
Laws for FU and FO variables, respectively, while Fig. 14
shows the correlations of residuals used to identify and
remove outliers. The objects included or excluded in the
final fits are identified with ’Y’ or ’N’ in columns 17 &
12 of Tables 3 & 5. Fig. 15 shows the combined Leavitt
Laws plotting only the Cepheids in the final samples.
The results of the fits are summarized in Table 6. We
estimated the statistical uncertainties in all the derived
parameters by performing 104 realizations of the fitting
procedure in which the magnitudes were randomly al-
tered according to their measurement errors. In order
to preserve the physical correlations of the residuals,
the magnitudes of a given Cepheid in all three bands
were shifted using the same randomly-drawn scale factor.
Figs. 16 & 17 show the result of this exercise for the FU
& FO samples, respectively. The much stronger correla-
tion between parameters for the FO Leavitt Laws, rela-
tive to the FU ones, is expected given the much smaller
range in period spanned by the former. There is also
a significant, but less strong, correlation between P-L-C
parameters for both classes.
Fig. 14.— Residuals from the Leavitt Laws plotted in Figs. 12
(left) & 13 (right). Plotting symbols follow the same convention as
the aforementioned figures.
Our results are in good agreement with those de-
rived by Persson et al. (2004) but provide considerably
stronger constraints on the slopes. Transforming the lat-
ter into the 2MASS system, we find zeropoint differences
(this work-P04) of 0.061 ± 0.067, 0.012± 0.058, 0.020±
0.054 mag in JHKs, respectively. The slopes we deter-
mined are somewhat shallower but statistically consis-
tent given the larger uncertainties of the previous work,
with differences of −0.003± 0.051, 0.047± 0.042, 0.034±
0.040 mag/dex in JHKs, respectively.
There is also very good agreement with recent theo-
retical calculations of the average slope over the entire
period range of fundamental-mode pulsators (hereafter,
ball). Following Bono et al. (2010), we calculated “LMC
average” values at J and Ks by combining the results for
log(Z/X)=−2.27 and −1.97 in their Table 2, and simi-
larly atH based on Table 1 from Fiorentino et al. (2013).
We found ball = −3.15,−3.19,−3.24± 0.05 mag/dex in
JHKs, respectively, which differ by less than 0.02 from
the values listed in Table 6.
We explored the sensitivity of the derived Leavitt Law
parameters to the subsample of FU Cepheids being con-
sidered, by imposing cuts based on light curve quality
(Table 4) and Pmin. While we found no statistically sig-
nificant variation with light curve quality, there is a clear
trend in the parameters with respect to the minimum
period as shown in Fig. 18. The theoretical expectation
(Bono et al. 2010; Fiorentino et al. 2013) is for the slopes
to become shallower for Pmin > 10 d, as recently de-
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Fig. 15.— Final Leavitt Laws for FU and FO Cepheids, plotted using filled red and blue symbols, respectively.
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Fig. 16.— Result of 104 random realizations of the P-L and
P-L-C fitting procedures for FU Cepheids, used to estimate the
statistical uncertainty and correlation of the derived parameters.
The limits of each panel span ±4σ in the respective parameter.
tected in the metal-rich Cepheids of M31 (Kodric et al.
2015). However we see the opposite behavior for the
LMC Cepheids, with a significant increase in the slope for
Pmin ≥ 8 d. We plan further work in a companion paper
to investigate this issue. The large and somewhat noisy
variation in the derived values for larger Pmin emphasizes
the importance of obtaining large Cepheid samples to
obtain robust parameters for the Leavitt Law.
3.4. Absolute calibration of the distance indicators
We derived absolute calibrations for the TRGB, red
clump and the Leavitt Law using the distance to the
LMC determined by Pietrzyn´ski et al. (2013) using eight
long-period, late-type eclipsing binary systems: D =
49.97± 2% kpc (equivalent to µ0=18.493± 0.048 mag).
We prefer this distance estimate over other contempo-
raneous results with slightly smaller uncertainties (such
as Laney et al. 2012, 18.475 ± 0.021 mag) because the
method does not depend on stellar population correc-
tions.
We corrected the TRGB magnitudes determined in
§3.1 for extinction using the same extinction law and
total-to-selective extinction values listed above, and
adopted the median reddening value in our fields from
Haschke et al. (2011), 〈EV I〉 = 0.08 mag. Using the
aforementioned distance modulus, we obtainedMTRGB=
−5.31± 0.06,−6.17± 0.05,−6.40± 0.05 mag in JHKs,
respectively. These values are in excellent agreement
with recent empirical calibrations (see Fig. 5 of Bellazzini
2008) which give MTRGB = −5.44,−6.30,−6.50 ±
0.10 mag for a population with the same value of
〈J−Ks〉0,TRGB.
Following the same procedure for the red clump mea-
surements, we find MRC = −0.94 ± 0.06 & −1.57 ±
0.07 mag in J & H , respectively. These values can
be compared with the local calibration of Laney et al.
Fig. 17.— Result of 104 random realizations of the P-L and
P-L-C fitting procedures for FO Cepheids, used to estimate the
statistical uncertainty and correlation of the derived parameters.
The limits of each panel span ±4σ in the respective parameter.
Fig. 18.— Changes in Leavitt Law parameters for FU Cepheids
when restricting the sample by minimum period.
(2012) based on Hipparcos parallaxes, of −0.984 ±
0.014 & −1.490 ± 0.015 mag. Alternatively, using the
crowding- and extinction-corrected RC magnitudes and
the Laney et al. (2012) absolute calibration we obtain an
error-weighted mean LMC distance modulus of 18.49 ±
0.09 mag, which is consistent with the more precise de-
termination by Pietrzyn´ski et al. (2013).
Lastly, using the values listed in Table 6 we find the
following absolute calibration of the NIR Leavitt Laws
in the LMC for fundamental-mode pulsators:
J : −5.265± 0.049− 3.156± 0.004 (logP − 1) (6)
H : −5.646± 0.051− 3.187± 0.004 (logP − 1) (7)
Ks : −5.717± 0.050− 3.247± 0.004 (logP − 1), (8)
which includes fully-propagated uncertainties in the zero-
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point due to intrinsic dispersion, photometric calibration
and distance modulus.
4. SUMMARY
We have presented the details of a near-infrared
(JHKs) synoptic survey of the central region of the
Large Magellanic Cloud, with the primary goal of pro-
viding the largest sample to date of multi-wavelength,
time-resolved observations of Cepheid variables in this
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Our sample is
derived from optical observations by the OGLE project
(Soszynski et al. 2008) and also benefits from an exten-
sion to longer periods by Persson et al. (2004). The
combined sample increases by a factor of 9 the num-
ber of available light curves with this type of data for
fundamental-mode pulsators, yielding a significant in-
crease in the accuracy with which the Leavitt Law slopes
are determined. We find slopes in excellent agreement
with theoretical predictions for the full period range, but
we observe an unexpected steepening at long periods. We
have taken advantage of the precise and accurate deter-
mination of the LMC distance using eclipsing binaries
(Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2013) to update the absolute calibra-
tion of the Leavitt Law at these wavelengths. Further-
more, we have used our photometric database to obtain
a robust absolute calibration of the Tip of the Red Giant
Branch and to detect the red clump.
We plan further work based on our catalog to carry
out a Fourier analysis of Cepheid light curve structure
(Bhardwaj et al. 2015), a study of non-linearity in the
Leavitt Law and P-L relations of long-period variables,
among other topics.
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TABLE 1
Result of fits to the RGB & red clump
Parameter Value
J H Ks
RGB LF slope (b) 0.34± 0.01 0.33± 0.01 0.34± 0.01
RC width (σRC 0.17± 0.01 0.17± 0.01 . . .
RC mean mag.∗ (mRC) 17.60± 0.03 16.95 ± 0.04 . . .
50% incompl. (mI ) 18.04± 0.09 17.39 ± 0.10 16.51± 0.05
inc. scale length (ξI) 0.15± 0.01 0.12± 0.01 0.11± 0.01
Note. — ∗: the quoted values include crowding corrections but
have not been corrected for extinction (see §3.4.)
TABLE 2
Cepheid photometry
ID Band MJD∗ Phase† Mag σ
0473 J 42.6048 0.313 15.132 0.037
0473 J 42.7381 0.364 15.060 0.025
0473 J 45.7243 0.497 15.117 0.017
0473 J 45.8612 0.549 15.213 0.020
0473 J 106.5305 0.587 15.151 0.017
Note. — IDs are from the OGLE-III cat-
alog (Soszynski et al. 2008); ∗: JD-2450000; †:
based on P and TI,max from the OGLE catalogs
(Soszynski et al. 2008; Ulaczyk et al. 2013). Only
the first five lines of the Table are presented here;
the rest can be found in the online supplemental ma-
terial.
TABLE 3
Cepheid properties
ID P (d) Cl Mean magnitudes σ LC amplitudes EVI QF UF
V I J H Ks J H Ks J H Ks
0473 2.634 FU 16.324 15.588 15.109 14.845 14.624 80 116 116 238 288 283 90 F N
0474 0.816 FO 17.338 16.535 16.195 15.687 15.579 131 152 171 192 70 60 90 F N
0477 1.959 FO 16.142 15.456 15.142 14.678 14.607 50 54 64 274 50 9 100 D Y
0478 2.764 FU 16.155 15.464 14.979 14.654 14.609 56 73 78 344 45 91 110 D Y
0480 4.035 FU 16.868 15.755 15.119 14.503 14.497 48 52 80 555 489 624 130 D N
Note. — IDs, periods and VI magnitudes are from the OGLE catalogs (Soszynski et al. 2008; Ulaczyk et al. 2013).
Magnitudes are corrected for crowding but not for extinction. EVI values are taken from Haschke et al. (2011). Magnitude
uncertainties, light curve amplitudes and reddenings are expressed in mmag. Cl: class (FUndamental or First Overtone);
QF: quality flag (see Table 4); UF: flag to indicate if the variable was used in the final P-L fits. Only the first five lines
of the Table are presented here; the rest can be found in the online supplemental material.
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TABLE 4
Quality flags for Cepheid lightcurves
Flag Description Range N
Fundamental mode
G Below minimum period or lacks 3-band data P < 2.5 60
F Exceeds maximum lightcurve rms σ(J) > 0.07, σ(H) > 0.08, σ(Ks) > 0.09 71
E Outlier in color-color relation J −Ks=0.165 + 0.749(J −H), ∆ > 0.13 18
H/J=0.82 + 0.20 logP , ∆ > 0.40
D Outlier in NIR amplitude ratios Ks/J=0.80 + 0.26 logP , ∆ > 0.36 77
H/Ks=1.03− 0.08 logP , ∆ > 0.52
C Phase difference of maximum light ∆φ(I, JHKs) /∈ (−0.025, 0.06) for logP < 0.85 44
J/I=0.67 + 0.17 logP + 0.14(log P )2, ∆ > 0.23
B Outlier in NIR-to-I amplitude ratios H/I=0.54 + 0.29 logP + 0.25(log P )2, ∆ > 0.28 32
Ks/I=0.52 + 0.34 logP + 0.32(log P )2, ∆ > 0.25
A Passed all selection criteria 564
First overtone
G Below minimum period or lacks 3-band data P < 0.7 30
F Exceeds maximum lightcurve rms σ(J) > 0.09, σ(H) > 0.13, σ(Ks) > 0.2 20
E Outlier in color-color relation J −Ks=0.085 + 0.915(J −H), ∆ > 0.14 13
H/J=0.62, ∆ > 0.26
D Outlier in NIR amplitude ratios Ks/J=0.61, ∆ > 0.24 84
H/Ks=1.07, ∆ > 0.41
C Phase difference of maximum light ∆φ(I, JHKs) /∈ (0.05, 0.35) 14
J/I=0.64, ∆ > 0.13
B Outlier in NIR-to-I amplitude ratios H/I=0.44, ∆ > 0.15 25
Ks/I=0.42, ∆ > 0.14
A Passed all selection criteria 365
TABLE 5
Additional Cepheids from Persson et al. (2004)
ID P (d) Mean magnitudes σ EVI UF Src
V I J H Ks J H Ks
HV5541 2.682 15.970 15.350 14.928 14.658 14.593 50 35 61 42 Y S02
HV12225 3.007 16.160 15.420 14.950 14.629 14.537 16 16 27 42 Y S02
HV12765 3.429 15.290 14.670 14.174 13.904 13.840 14 12 12 73 N S02
HV12747 3.599 15.770 15.130 14.641 14.347 14.279 22 18 16 42 Y S02
HV12226 3.706 15.874 15.161 14.517 14.169 14.182 50 51 183 51 Y S14
Note. — IDs, periods and VI magnitudes are from the OGLE catalogs (Soszynski et al. 2008;
Ulaczyk et al. 2013; Soszyn´ski 2014, abbreviated as S08, U13 & S14, respectively) when avail-
able or otherwise from the literature (Martin et al. 1979; Freedman et al. 1985; Barnes et al. 1999;
Tanvir & Boyle 1999; Sebo et al. 2002; Ngeow & Kanbur 2006, abbreviated as M79, F85, B99, T99,
S02 & N06, respectively). Tabulated magnitudes are not corrected for extinction. JHKs magni-
tudes have been transformed into the 2MASS system. EVI values are taken from Haschke et al.
(2011), when available. Magnitude uncertainties and reddenings are expressed in mmag. UF: flag
to indicate if the variable was used in the final P-L fits. Only the first five lines of the Table are
presented here; the rest can be found in the online supplemental material.
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TABLE 6
Leavitt Laws & Period-Luminosity-Color relations
Band(s) Zeropoint Slope Color term r.m.s.
Fundamental mode: Pmin=2.5 d, Nstart=872, Nfinal=775
J 13.228 ± 0.002 −3.156± 0.004 . . . 0.120
H 12.847 ± 0.002 −3.187± 0.004 . . . 0.101
Ks 12.776 ± 0.001 −3.247± 0.004 . . . 0.087
J, (J−Ks) 12.397 ± 0.015 −3.311± 0.005 1.847 ± 0.033 0.080
H, (J−Ks) 12.365 ± 0.014 −3.260± 0.005 1.086 ± 0.032 0.084
Ks, (J−Ks) 12.397 ± 0.015 −3.311± 0.005 0.848 ± 0.033 0.080
First overtone: Pmin=0.7 d, Nstart=521, Nfinal=474
J 12.541 ± 0.012 −3.319± 0.020 . . . 0.131
H 12.262 ± 0.012 −3.227± 0.020 . . . 0.100
Ks 12.201 ± 0.014 −3.257± 0.023 . . . 0.085
J, (J−Ks) 12.079 ± 0.030 −3.270± 0.024 1.318 ± 0.065 0.080
H, (J−Ks) 12.013 ± 0.032 −3.200± 0.024 0.698 ± 0.070 0.083
Ks, (J−Ks) 12.079 ± 0.030 −3.270± 0.024 0.316 ± 0.065 0.080
Note. — Quoted uncertainties in zeropoints and color terms do not
include external photometric uncertainties of 11, 18 & 14 mmag in JHKs,
respectively (§2.3), which should be added in quadrature to the above
values.
TABLE A1
Ensemble photometry
Coordinates (J2000.) Magnitudes σ(Mag) JStet Field
R.A. Dec J H Ks J H Ks J H Ks #
74.28737 -69.54611 . . . 13.661 13.404 . . . 0.005 0.007 . . . 0.356 0.309 2
74.28782 -69.57628 14.930 14.114 14.028 0.009 0.008 0.013 0.372 0.394 0.384 2
74.28901 -69.53095 15.686 14.859 14.813 0.012 0.012 0.019 0.123 0.627 0.278 2
74.28933 -69.57615 16.532 . . . 15.511 0.045 . . . 0.050 0.875 . . . 0.456 2
74.28983 -69.49224 16.581 16.440 . . . 0.018 0.028 . . . 0.305 0.194 . . . 2
Note. — Magnitudes were corrected for crowding using the procedure detailed in §2.4, but have not
been corrected for extinction. Objects with JStet > 0.75 are likely to be variable; mean magnitudes should
be considered approximate. Only the first five lines of the Table are presented here; the rest can be found
in the online supplemental material.
